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Kerry has long sought to calm concerns among his Gulf
allies about the overtures to Iran, the world’s leading Shiite
power whose relations with Sunni rival Saudi Arabia have
worsened this month. Saudi Arabia and some of its allies
cut diplomatic ties with Iran after protesters there burned
Riyadh’s embassy in Tehran and a consulate in Mashhad
city.

The violence broke out after the kingdom executed dis-
sident Saudi Shiite cleric Nimr Al-Nimr, a driving force
behind anti-government protests. Nimr was one of four
Shiites put to death on Jan 2 alongside 43 Sunnis. All were
convicted of “terrorism”. Jubeir told reporters that he did
not see a “coming together” of the US and Iran. “Overall I
think the United States is very aware of the danger of Iran’s
mischief and nefarious activities... I don’t believe the United
States is under any illusion as to what type of government
Iran is,” Jubeir added, while Kerry appeared defensive and
less at ease than usual.

A senior State Department official earlier told journalists
the US understands Saudi anger over the embassy attack
but that “lessening tensions is an important objective”. Iran’s
supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on Wednesday said
violence against the Saudi embassy was wrong, and
against Islam.

Kerry later met with King Salman and the monarch’s son,
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, who is also
the defense minister. He also held talks with Riad Hijab,
Riyadh-based general coordinator of Syria’s largest opposi-

tion coalition. UN-brokered peace talks are targeted for
Monday in Geneva but there is disagreement, including
from Moscow, over opposition representation. “We are con-
fident that with good initiative in the next day or so those
talks can get going,” Kerry said.

Yesterday, he and his Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov
discussed by telephone the makeup of the opposition
team. “Particular attention was given to the need to form a
genuinely representative opposition delegation,” a Russian
foreign ministry statement said. Kerry told reporters the
Syria Support Group will meet “very shortly” after the first
round of Syria talks “because we want to keep the process
moving”.

The group has devised a plan for a political transition
aimed at ending the nearly five-year war in Syria that has
cost more than 260,000 lives and displaced millions. It
includes Saudi Arabia, the United States and other coun-
tries who say President Bashar Al-Assad can have no role in
Syria’s future, and Assad’s allies Iran and Moscow. Kerry
spoke of the “urgency” of ending the conflict but said there
are still “obstacles” to finding a political settlement. “We
know it’s tough,” he said.

Saudi Arabia and Iran back opposite sides in the Syria
and Yemen wars. A Saudi-led military coalition since March
has been supporting local forces and the internationally
recognised government of Yemen against Iran-backed
Houthi Shiite rebels. “We have made it clear that we stand
with our friends in Saudi Arabia” on Yemen and the threat
from violent Sunni extremism, said Kerry, who travels today
to Laos in Southeast Asia. — AFP 
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Beijing is Tehran’s top customer for oil exports, which
in recent years were hit by US and EU sanctions over
Tehran’s nuclear program.

Trade between the two countries was worth $52 bil-
lion in 2014. They did not elaborate on their goal of
developing relations worth $600 billion over the next
decade. According to Iranian media, more than a third of
Iran’s foreign trade is with China. The two presidents
issued a joint statement outlining a long-term “compre-
hensive strategic partnership”. The two countries agreed
to enhance cooperation including in fossil and renew-
able energy, transportation, railways, ports, industry,
commerce and services, said the statement published by
Mehr news agency.

In the statement Iran welcomed China’s commercial
“belt” and the “21st century Silk Seaway” projects, pledg-
ing to help the initiative.  China has committed to “invest
and finance upstream and downstream energy projects
in Iran”, it said. China “acknowledges Iran’s constructive
role in the fight against terrorism and maintaining peace
and stability in the region”, it added, while supporting
Tehran’s increased regional and international role.

China, along with the United States, Britain, France,
Germany and Russia, was among the countries that
agreed with Iran in July to curtail its nuclear activities in
exchange for ending international sanctions. Xi was
accompanied by three deputy premiers, six ministers

and a large business delegation. Late yesterday, he met
supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, who said Tehran
“would never forget” Beijing’s cooperation during the
years of international sanctions against Iran.

“The Islamic Republic of Iran has always sought rela-
tions with reliable and independent states like China,”
Khamenei’s website quoted him as saying. That is why
the agreement on long-term strategic relations is “very
wise and prompt”, and must be “seriously followed up”
until it becomes operational, he said. “Westerners have
never been able to gain the trust of the Iranian nation,”
he added.

Xi was quoted as saying that “the economies of Iran
and China complete one another”. Countries on the Silk
Road route can “protect their interests against the
American pattern of disrupting the regional economic
balance by boosting cooperation,” Xi added. “Some
superpowers seek the rule of monopoly... but the devel-
opment of emerging economies has taken the power of
monopoly from them.” Xi’s tour, his first of the Middle
East as China’s president, has also taken him to Saudi
Arabia and Egypt.

Riyadh and a number of its Sunni Arab allies broke
diplomatic ties with Tehran this month after protesters
angered by the execution of a prominent Shiite cleric
ransacked Saudi diplomatic missions in Iran. In Cairo, Xi
offered $55 billion in loans and investments to the
Middle East, a region where China wants to strengthen
its economic presence. — AFP 
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An Iranian student of a climbing school uses ice-axes to scale a frozen waterfall on Friday in the village of Meygoon, 60 km northeast of the capital Tehran in the Alborz mountain range.  — AFP 


